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CHAPTER 1

QGIS Project Organisation

Contents:

1.1 The QGIS Project Steering Committee

The QGIS project is managed by the Project Steering Committee (PSC) which consists of 5 members (with their
individual responsibilities listed in brackets):

• Gary Sherman (Chair)

• Marco Hugentobler (Technical)

• Tim Sutton (Release Management)

• Otto Dassau (Community)

• Paolo Cavallini (Finance)

1.1.1 Term of PSC members

The PSC seats are non-expiring. PSC members may resign their position, or be asked to vacate their seat after a
unanimous vote of no confidence from the remaining PSC members.

1.1.2 Member’s roles withing the PSC

The PSC consists of 5 identified roles as follows:

• Chair: To support the activities and present a public face to the project. To issue press releases, con-
duct interviews, collaborate with PSC members and provide stability and guidance to the project.

• Community Adviser: To further building of relations with the community. To ensure smooth running
of the QGIS.org online experience including web sites, blog, mailing lists, forums etc. To achieve
these aims he / she will recruit and advise ‘managers’ to curate these individual online services and
provide oversight for their activities.

• Technical Adviser: To provide oversight and guidance to the development effort. This will include re-
cruiting and facilitating ‘managers’ for discrete areas of the code based (core, gui, plugins, providers,
tests) who will ensure consistency and quality of code added into the SVN code repository.

• Financial and Marketing advisor: To provide reporting and explore avenues of revenue for the QGIS
project. To interface with business to secure funding for future efforts. To identify areas where funding
is needed and put into place actions to secure this funding. To keep track of funding as managed by
OSGeo. To present the PSC with financial options for any initiative requiring funding.
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• Release Manager: To oversee timely, regular, stable releases of QGIS on the various supported plat-
forms. To recruit and support build managers to create packages for supported platforms. To oversee
the maintenance of the trac bug tracking system.

1.1.3 Candidacy for the PSC

All members have equal standing and voice in the PSC. To be eligible for membership in the PSC, a person should
have a demonstrated and substantial involvement in QGIS.

1.1.4 Election process for PSC members

Anyone is eligible to be nominated to the QGIS PSC. Ideally nominees would be QGIS users or developers
and have an understanding of GIS and the goals of the QGIS project. In addition, nominees should meet the
qualifications set forth in this document. Anyone can submit a nomination.

To nominate someone:

• Nominator checks with the nominee to make sure they are willing to serve on the PSC and commit to the
goals and duties described in this document

• Nominator submits the nomination via email to the PSC mailing list.

• The subject line of your email must be Nomination for QGIS PSC

• Nominations without the correct subject line will be rejected

• Nominations without complete information will be rejected

Complete information includes:

• Full name of the nominator

• Email address of the nominator

• Full name of the nominee

• Email address of the nominee

• Justification why the person should be a member of the PSC. This can be just a sentence or two in length.

The PSC contacts the nominee to confirm their willingness to serve and their name is added to the list of nominees.
You must submit all the information in item 4 for the nomination to be accepted.

1.1.5 Expectations of PSC members

• Be willing to commit to the QGIS development effort

• Be responsive to requests for information from fellow members

• Be able and willing to attend online meetings

• Act in the best interests of the project

1.1.6 Role of the PSC

The PSC is intended to:

• Provide guidance to the general direction of the project

• Provide a central point of contact for the project

• Ensure that the various expectations placed on the project by its members and the users of QGIS are met to
the best degree possible

• Vote on issues relating to project governance
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• Arbitrate disputes

• Deal with confidential and legal matters that may arise

• Provide a stable base of ‘institutional knowledge’ to the project

1.1.7 The PSC is not:

• A legal entity

• Intended to deal with minutae of the project (these should be delegated to trusted members)

1.1. The QGIS Project Steering Committee 3
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CHAPTER 2

QGIS Sponsorship Programme

Contents:

2.1 Sponsorship Programme Overview

QGIS is an entirely Open Source project. QGIS development is carried out largely by a group of volunteers,
that in time have built up a large, valuable and useful code base, free to use and improve for everybody. As
a result, you have free access to the source code and binaries that we provide on our web site. As a result of
this volunteer approach, a number of tasks, less interesting or important for the developers, are sometimes left
behind. In addition, promoting QGIS requires our participation at congresses and conferences and the production
of information material, sometimes very expensive for volunteer developers.

Meanwhile, many organizations have made an investment in using QGIS as part of their operations, but have not
had a way to directly contribute to the success and long-term health of the project.

We would like to extend our activities and improve the quality of QGIS. Your financial contribution will support
the maintenance, improvement, and promotion of QGIS. Sponsorship is not a way for individuals to control the
development of the project, but rather a way of ensuring the longevity and overall health of the project.

With your donations we were able to fund several developer meetings, starting from that in Vienna, autumn
2009. Users donations, with the co-sponsoring of the Italian GFOSS.it association allow us to fund travel and
accommodation costs of several key developers.

Donations thus contributed effectively to the great success of the meeting (see e.g. a report).

We encourage you to donate again to the upcoming developer meetings. How can you support the QGIS Devel-
opment

There are two kinds of financial contributions, we accept: sponsorships: a sponsorship is an annual commitment
of funds to the project. donation: a donation is a once off financial contribution to the QGIS project.

2.1.1 Sponsorship

Sponsors can sponsor Quantum GIS for any amount of money of at least 500 C/700 US$. Sponsorships last one
year, after which they may be continued with a new payment, or allowed to lapse. At or above the following levels
a sponsor will be designated as being one of the following class:

euros us dollars sponsorship level
27,000+ 39,000 Platinum Sponsor
9,000+ 13,000 Gold Sponsor
3,000+ 4,300 Silver Sponsor
500+ 700 Bronze Sponsor
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2.1.2 Donation

Donations can be of any amount, through the Make A Donation PayPal link provided in the left-hand menu of this
website or through our bank account (write us for details: cavallini at faunalia dot it). Even a small donation can
make a big difference and help to reach important project goals!

If you wish to send us a larger donation, you are strongly encouraged to use the bank account rather than PayPal.

What is your benefit sponsoring the QGIS Development?

Sponsoring the Quantum GIS project provides the following benefits:

• Ensures the sustainability and health of the QGIS project.

• All sponsors will be listed on the project sponsor page, ordered by contribution class (Platinum, Gold, Silver,
Bronze) with a link back to the sponsor.

• Platinum Sponsors will have their logo placed on rotating banner on front page of qgis.osgeo.org

• Gold Sponsors will be listed on the sponsors page with a large logo (e.g. 300x200px)

• Silver sponsors will be listed on the sponsors page with a medium size logo (e.g. 150x100px)

• Bronze sponsors will be listed on the sponsors page with a small size logo (e.g. 64x64px)

• Sponsors will be listed in the front matter of the QGIS manual

• Sponsors will be allowed to use a special version of the QGIS logo on their web site and promotional
materials, which shows they are a sponsor of the QGIS project

• Donors will be listed on the sponsors page, but do not receive the additional benefits listed above for spon-
sors

• No advertising will be placed within the QGIS application itself.

How do we use financial support?

The sponsorship funds will be spent to directly improve the code base of the project, to fund tasks that generally
receive less attention from developers, and to fund work on peripheral project tasks so that core contributors can
focus efforts on QGIS improvements. As an example, we would like to fund the following project activities:

• fund developers to work on specific aspects of QGIS including implementing new features and fixing bugs

• an annual QGIS Developer Meeting where we can meet in person and brainstorm, fix bugs and hold a week
of intensive QGIS development work. Most QGIS developers will happily donate their time to such events,
but we are looking for sponsors to cover travel, accommodation and subsistence costs for these events.

• attendance to other conferences. There are several high profile conferences held each year (such as the
http://www.foss4g.org), and we would like to be able to fund QGIS team members to represent QGIS at
important conferences, to promote it among users and raise interest and solicit code contributions from
other developers.

• Decisions on spending of sponsorship funds will be made by the QGIS Project Steering Committee.

Note: We regret that we cannot accept ‘earmarked’ funding as it creates many administrative issues. If you
are interested in funding specific aspects of QGIS development, we encourage you to allocate additional human
resources to the project, e.g. hiring a developer, or participating to our bug fixing initiative.

Warning: Acceptance of sponsorship offers is at the discretion of the QGIS PSC. We reserve the right to
decline offers of sponsorship if the sponsoring organisation or party seems to be at odds with the ethos of our
project. For example offers from marketing companies that have nothing to do with GIS / spatial services, or
offers where we have reason to believe the presence of the sponsors logo and marketing materials on our site
and other materials will degrade the experience of our users will be declined.
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Organizations or individuals interested in sponsoring the QGIS project should contact the QGIS PSC Finance and
Marketing advisor, Paolo Cavallini at: cavallini at faunalia dot it (+39-348-3801953) with questions, or to make
arrangements.

2.2 Current and Past Sponsors of the QGIS Project

2.2.1 Special sponsors

Logo Notes

We would like to thank GFOSS.it, the Italian Free and Open Source Software
organisation for the continual sponsorship they provide to the QGIS project. This
sponsorship is in the form of both financial support (at around 1,500 Euros annually)
and project administration support in the form of financial services. Visit GFOSS.it
for more information about the work they do (site mainly in Italian).

2012 Sponsors

Logo Type
Notes

Silver
Kanton Solothurn, Switzerland (4.2011) http://www.agi.so.ch/

Silver
State of Vorarlberg , Austria (11.2011) http://www.vorarlberg.at/

Bronze
City of Uster , Switzerland (11.2011) http://gis.uster.ch/

Bronze
Municípia, SA , Portugal (2.2011) http://www.municipia.pt/

2011 Sponsors

2010 Sponsors

2.3 Standard agreement for QGIS Gold Sponsors

Sponsors who contribute an amount exceeding 9,000 euros (13,000 USD) will be denoted ‘Gold Sponsor’ status.

A gold sponsor will revieve the following recognition within the various media produced by the QGIS project:

• In the Help -> QGIS Sponsors dialog
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• In the Help -> About dialog contributors and sponsors are listed

• On our web site at http://qgis.org/en/sponsorship/sponsors.html

• A rotating banner on the front of QGIS.org which links over to the

sponsor’s page * Place on our official poster * Place on our official flyers * Place on an inside dedicated page in
the manual (cover to remain clean QGIS branding) * Place on our downloads page * Place on our tracker front
page * Tagline space at the bottom of every email sent via our email lists * Place on release announcements

2.3.1 Limitations for Sponsors

As a gold sponsor we feel it only fair that you receive conspicuous recognition for your contribution to the project
and we will do this to the best of our abilities.

However there are some restrictions, both from a practical and an ethical point of view of what we can offer that
have some bearing on your draft document.

QGIS has a policy of providing a ‘clean application’. Over the years we have had a great many contributors to the
project, both in their personal and in an institutional capacity. From time to time we get requests to include logos,
about dialogs etc within the application to recognise these contributions. As you can well imagine, if we agreed
to every one of these, the application would be extremely cluttered and visually noisy. Instead we try to offer a
number of centralised places where these contributors can be acknowledged, as listed above.
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CHAPTER 3

The QGIS Developer Meeting
Programme

Contents:

3.1 Reimbursements for Developer Meetings

The Quantum GIS project holds twice-yearly developer meetings, typically somewhere in Europe. The purpose
of the meetings is to provide face-to-face time for developers. It is a forum for presenting new ideas, planning,
putting heads together to solve problems and so on. We use funding from our QGIS Sponsorship Programme to
facilitate the event, with co-funding from the host who usually supplies the venue and the infrastructure for hosting
the meeting. Individual developers also co-fund the event by donating their time and in many cases financially
supporting their visit to the meeting directly.

In the past, the policy was that funding will only be directly provided to ‘core’ committers and community mem-
bers of the project. However with increased funding through donations and our sponsorship programme, and a
desire to promote new developers to get involved in the project, this policy has been updated as described below.

Note: The term ‘developer’ in this document refers to any person who contributes time and effort to the advance-
ment of the project (e.g. through documentation, infrastructure maintenance, coding, administration etc.)

3.1.1 Policy for disbursement of funds to individual developers.

• The project steering committee shall provide arbitration for any query, complaint or appeal relating to fund-
ing requests by individual developers. In the event that the PSC is called apon to arbitrate, a resolution shall
be proposed and the PSC members shall vote using the -1 / 0 / +1 system to indicate dissent, indifference
and assent respectively. In the event of a tie-break, the PSC Chairman shall make the final decision. The
devision made by the PSC shall be final.

• Individual applications from non-core developers (i.e. those who do not have direct commit access to the
QGIS repositories) of EUR200 or less may be decided on by the nominated PSC member without requiring
a full PSC vote.

• Individual applications from core-developers may be granted based on precident directly by the PSC Finan-
cial Representative (Paolo Cavallini). In the event of any uncertainty on his part, he may bring the matter to
the PSC for a vote.

• All funding requests should be made before the meeting event.
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• Funding may be limited due to budgetary constraints, in which case funding will be provided on a first-come
first-served basis.

• The PSC / PSC Finance Chair may offer to provide partial funding where funding resources are limited.

• The PSC Financial Chair shall maintain complete financial records of what disbursements were made and
to whom and these should be available on request to the PSC.

3.1.2 Procedure for funding applications - core developers.

• A request for funding email should be submitted to the PSC Financial Chair before the event.

• The request should include the number of days that the developer will attend.

• The request should include an expense breakdown covering travel and accommodation.

• The requestor should provide copies of reciepts for all expenditures as soon as possible after the event. No
refunds should be made without accompanying receipts.

3.1.3 Procedure for funding applications - new developers.

• A request for funding email should be submitted to the PSC Member designated to review funding requests
before the meeting.

• If the requestor is not happy with the funding requests reviewer’s decision, they may request arbitration
from the PSC as a whole.

• The request should include a workplan outlining how the developer plans to make use of their time at the
meeting.

• The request should include the number of days that the developer will attend.

• The request should include an expense breakdown covering travel and accommodation.

• The requestor should provide copies of reciepts for all expenditures as soon as possible after the event. No
refunds should be made without accompanying receipts.
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CHAPTER 4

Indices and tables

• genindex

• search
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